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C H i E F  E x E C u T i v E ’ S  M E S S a g E

It was the best of times…
By Stephen Sadie 

We are continually updating our databases and  
we want to make sure we are getting things right! 

    lAdd our email address: communications@cssa-mail.com. to your outlook contacts so we’ll be  
   sure to land in your inbox. 
    l If you have changed your email address or aren’t the right person receiving the mail then send  
    the correct details (name, company, position), email to membership@chartsec.co.sa We look  
    forward to keeping you updated & informed in 2017. 

“It was the best of times, it was the worst of 

times, it was the age of wisdom, it was the age 

of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was 

the epoch of incredulity, it was the season of 

Light, it was the season of Darkness, it was the 

spring of hope, it was the winter of despair…”

a Tale of Two Cities, Charles Dickens (1859).  

it seems as if Charles Dickens could have been 

writing about South africa in 2016.  as i reflect 

back on 2016, nothing captures the year we 

have just witnessed better than the quote from 

Charles Dickens. it was the best of times and it 

was the worst of times. We live in schizophrenic 

country where we go from lows to highs and 

back again in the same week. i have collated 

my choice of the best of times and the worst of 

times below.

We have just released the King IV Report, which 

is seen as one of the best corporate governance 

codes in the world while we have the State 

of Capture Report, which illustrates the worst 

possible excesses of corporate governance. 

We are world leaders in integrated reporting. Our 

very own, Mervyn King, chairs the international 

integrated Reporting Council, which indicates the 

esteem in which he is held. The winners of the 

integrated Reporting awards held on 16 November 

showcased some of our finest reports. in addition, 

some of our leading companies produce the 

best integrated reports in the world. On the other 

hand, the Auditor General’s report to Parliament 

indicated in the 2015/16 financial year that irregular 

expenditure increased to R46 bn, while fruitless 

and wasteful expenditure increased to R1.37 bn. 

We live in two worlds. 

We have the JSE Ltd, which has been rated 

the no. 1 stock exchange in the world for the 

past few years and we have the Guptas who 

have interests in many sectors of the economy 

including Oakbay, Tegeta, Sahara, etc. The 

banks who are normally eager for business don’t 

want to do business with them. 

We have Pravin Gordhan as finance minister 

and we have Jacob Zuma as president. Pravin 

gordhan has done his best to lift South africa’s 

economy out of the doldrums but the president 

drags us back down. Due in no small part to 

gordhan’s efforts, we just narrowly missed a 

ratings downgrade to junk status from three 

ratings agencies. Together with low growth, one 

of the key issues they were concerned about 

was the poor corporate governance of state-

owned entities. in what has been an important 

turning point for business, we witnessed 81 

business leaders signing a pledge in support 

of the finance minister and making their voices 

heard as our ability to do business with the rest 

of the world is threatened. 

We have a strong, independent and fearless 

media, which highlights critical issues on a 

daily basis and we have the SaBC tearing 

itself apart. The SaBC has been in and out of 

court so many times protecting its former Chief 

Operations Officer and currently has a board 

with one non-executive director. instead of 

giving us the news, the SaBC has become the 

news. We even have Trevor Noah and Zapiro 

who have won international acclaim for making 

us laugh at ourselves.

We have Telkom which continues to pursue a 

strong turnaround strategy under the leadership 

of Jabu Mabuza and Sipho Maseko and we have 

Eskom with its former CEO Brian Molefe, who 

spent too much time at the Saxonwold shebeen. 

Telkom shows how an SOC can be run with the 

right leadership and Eskom shows us how not 

to do it. 

We have the former Public Protector, Thuli 

Madonsela on the one hand, and we have 

Shaun Abrahams, National Director of Public 

Prosecutions on the other. Thuli Madonsela’s 

name will go down in the history books as a 

beacon of hope, while Shaun abrahams dragged 

the finance minister to court only to withdraw the 

charges at the last minute as public pressure 

mounted. 

We have a strong renewable energy sector, 

which has seen a considerable price drop in the 

last few years and has become a case study 

around the world yet we are committing to a 

nuclear power future, which South africa does 

not really need and can’t really afford. 

Hell, even in sport we have our highs and lows. 

We have the Proteas, who beat australia in 

the recent cricket test series and we have the 

Springboks, who lost to just about everyone. 

Our country hangs delicately in the balance 

between those trying to pull us down and those 

trying to lift us up. i hope, as we reflect on the 

year gone by, our members and students will do 

their utmost to lift us up. it is a battle we cannot 

afford to lose for the sake of our children.

Chartered Secretaries Southern Africa is delighted to announce the launch of a public sector governance module. The public sector occupies an 

important place in our society. Because many people depend on the services provided by the public sector such as education, health, security, and 

electricity it goes without saying that public sector governance is essential to the general well-being of our society. There are many types of public sector 

entities such as state-owned companies, national and provincial departments, and municipalities. The governance of all of these entities is critical. 

However many offi cials in these entities have never been trained in good governance. They are expected to acquire this knowledge without adequate 
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Secretaryship and Governance (NQF8, SAQA ID 60654), which includes the following modules:

Assessment is by way of a written 3 hour examination. Registration opens 1 May 2016. The fi rst set of exams will be offered in October 2016.

Employees in the private sector who 

deal with the public sector.

Who will benefi t?

What does it cover?

How do I apply?

Assessment

Employees in the public sector in state-owned 

companies, national and provincial government 

departments, and municipalities. 

The public sector governance module is at NQF 8 level, which develops individual knowledge while enhancing decision-making skills. 

Through the programme, students will be provided with theoretical and practical competencies in public sector governance. NQF 8

Corporate Secretaryship Corporate Financial Management Corporate Administration

Completion of the full qualifi cation allows the holder to become 

a member of Chartered Secretaries Southern Africa and hold 

the prestigious title of Chartered Secretary.

Applications for admission and any queries should 

be addressed to students@chartsec.co.za
Further details can be found on the website: 

www.chartsec.co.za

Public sector governance

The structures and 
processes of government

Key decision-making 

and executive structures 

in government; the doctrine 

of collective responsibility; 

types of public sector entities.

Principles of good 
governance within the 

public sector

King Codes; accountability 

and transparency; 

governance models, ethics, 

values and consequences.

The role of 
decision-makers

Structure of public sector 

entities; charters; CEOs and 

DGs; boards and directors.

Shareholders and 
stakeholders 

Stakeholder theory; the 

government as shareholder; 

performance agreements.

Public sector 
accountability mechanisms 

The Auditor General 

and National Treasury; 

ombudsmen, commissions, 

supply chain management; 

PFMA and MFMA.

New course

The cost of the course is R2 010. Most public sector entities offer bursaries to their employees.
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British Prime Minister Theresa May 
has had to back-pedal quite furiously 
on her ambitious plans to deal with the 
challenges of the perceived excesses 
of executive remuneration. in a bold 
post-Brexit attempt to create the image 
of a caring Conservative party and 
distance her leadership from criticisms 
around an uncaring elite, in July the 
new Conservative leader announced far 
reaching business reforms.

Key aspects of those reforms was 
the introduction of an annual binding 
shareholder vote on pay, the publication of 
pay ratios between executives and workers 
and, putting worker representatives on the 
boards of big companies. 

By late November mounting opposition 
from the business community, which was 
already traumatised by Brexit uncertainty, 
May had effectively abandoned all three of 
her dramatic proposals. 

ironically at the same time as May was 
back-pedaling on executive pay a uK 
think tank, the institute for Fiscal Studies 
released a report detailing the decade 

of lost wage growth experienced by 
British workers. The report, which is 
based on data from the uK’s Office for 
Budget Responsibility (OBR), forecasts 
that Britons will earn no more by 2021 
than they did in 2008. it is set to be the 
worst period for pay in at least 70 years. 
Essentially it will wipe out all the progress 
made by successive British governments 
since World War ii.

So much for May’s bid to rebrand the 
Conservatives as the ‘caring’ party.  an 
inability or seeming unwillingness to deal 
with the politically sensitive (and rapidly 
widening) gap between executive pay and 
worker pay risks ramping up the anti-elite 
sentiment evident in the Brexit vote.

The pull-back on workers’ representatives 
being appointed to the board took some by 
surprise given the indications of support, 
albeit tepid, in the weeks following the 
Brexit vote. 

To date the country that has managed 
most successfully to include workers in 
an effectively functioning board structure 
is germany. although China also has 

workers representatives at board level it 
tends to be in a parallel structure that has 
little if any real power. in germany the two-
tier board structure involves a supervisory 
board, which oversees a management 
board. Membership of the supervisory 
board is divided equally between 
shareholder and worker representatives. 

The two-tier model was used in germany 
as far back as the 19th century but 
it became compulsory after World 
War ii. For decades the inclusion of 
workers’ representatives, in a system 
of co-determination, was credited with 
helping to minimize labour tensions 
and regarded as playing a key role in 
germany’s productivity. More recently the 
system has fallen into disrepute and is 
increasingly regarded as too cumbersome 
to suit the rapidly changing demands of 
the 21st century globalized investment 
community. 

volkswagen’s diesel-emissions scandal 
has drawn more criticisms and encourages 
the view that the german board model 
needs a considered overhaul. That so 
many vW employees were complicit in 

Remco vs Social and Ethics committee
By Ann Crotty, Sunday Times journalist
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the prolonged scandal challenged the 
assumed benefits of worker representation 
at board level.

However few believe the anglo-uS model 
is the ideal answer. On-going corporate 
scandals in both the uK and uS  (most 
recently the Wells Fargo fake accounts 
scandal) suggests the ideal board remains 
a work-in-progress.

in South africa the introduction of the 
concept of the social and ethics committee 
in the new Companies act 2008 was 
the response of the drafters to labour’s 
demands for a two-tier board structure in 
South africa. 

During the increasingly heated debates 
when the Trade and industry parliamentary 
portfolio committee closely interrogated 
key sections of the proposed act, Cosatu’s 
lofty ambitions were steadily watered 
down.  By 2008 Cosatu itself was a 
shadow of its former power and did not 
have the political resources to enforce its 
demands, particularly against an extremely 
well-resourced business community. 

So outmaneuvered was the labour 
movement that by the time the final 
version of the act came into effect one 
official remarked on how pleasantly 
surprised they were with the introduction 
of the Social and Ethics committee. 

Setting up a social and ethics committee 

is a requirement in terms of section 72(4) 
of the act.

Regulation 43 of the Companies 
Regulations states that all listed public 
companies and every state-owned 
company must appoint a social and ethics 
committee unless it is exempted by the 
Companies Tribunal. The social and ethics 
committee and audit committee are the 
only two board committees required by the 
act. 

Whatever the labour movement might 
think about it, one leading corporate 
lawyer described the introduction of 
the social and ethics committee as a 
radical departure from the 1973 act. “it is 
reflective of government’s concerns with, 
and acceptance of, the ever-increasing 
role in, and responsibility of a company 
to, society,” wrote Carl Stein in ‘The new 
companies act unlocked’.

The committee must comprise at least 
three directors or prescribed officers of 
the company. at least one must be a 
non-executive director who has not been 
involved in the day-to-day management 
of the company within the previous three 
financial years.

The introduction of the social and 
ethics committee as South africa’s 
response to demands for a more socially 
responsive board should be seen in 
the context of Theresa May’s efforts to 

appoint workers’ representatives to uK 
boards. it is also likely that May believed 
these representatives would play a 
restraining role when it came to executive 
remuneration.

 in this regard it is worth noting that the 
draft version of King iv proposed a critical 
role for the social and ethics committee in 
relation to executive remuneration. “The 
governing body should oversee that the 
social and ethics committee, if it exists, 
reviews fair and responsible executive 
remuneration practices in the context of 
overall employee remuneration,” stated 
recommended practice 34. 

anyone who bothered to trawl through the 
frequently insightful responses to the draft 
would not have been surprised to learn 
this particular recommendation did not 
make it through to the King iv code. 

Several of the submitted responses 
were critical of the intrusion of the social 
and ethics committee into the extremely 
sensitive and specialised issue of 
remuneration.

and so it seems that rather like poor 
Theresa May, the drafters of King iv had 
to do some of their own back-pedaling on 
this extremely sensitive issue. However 
May does not seem the sort of person who 
is comfortable back-pedaling for long.

BOARDROOM HIRE

Chartered Secretaries Head Office. Situated on the 
ground floor in the Riviera Road Office Park.  Close
to Riviera Road offramp on the M1 South, opposite the Killarney Mall.
| Seats up to 22 delegates in boardroom style, 60 delegates in 

cinema style
| Includes a white board, flip chart and data projector
| Temperature controlled
| Small break-away room
| Secure parking available
| R1 850 (excl. VAT) half day
| R3 000 (excl. VAT) full day
Tea and coffee provided – outside catering needs to be managed 
separately.
Contact Brenda Foster  Brenda@chartsec.co.za or (011) 551 4014
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tOP 40 
Winner: nedbank Group

runner up: sasol

mid caP 
Winner: Liberty Holdings

runner up: reunert

smaLL caP
Winner: arcelormittal south africa

runner up: royal Bafokeng Platinum

fLedGLinG/ aLtX
Winner: York timbers Holdings
runner up: Basil read Holdings

LarGe state OWned cOmPanY
Winner: transnet sOc 

runner up: airports company south africa

smaLL state OWned cOmPanY
Winner: sasria sOc Ltd

runner up: development Bank of southern africa

PUBLic sectOr
Winner: Gautrain management agency

runner up: competition tribunal of south africa

nOn-Listed cOmPanY
Winner: foskor

runner up: Waco international Holdings

nPO/nPc
Winner: cansa 

runner up: cotlands

reGiOnaL
Winner: swaziland sugar association

runner up: Wilderness Holdings

OvERaLL WiNNER 
vodacom group

Prize Winners

Integrated Reporting 20162016
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Integrated Reporting Awards celebrate 
60 years of excellence

Multiple Award Winners since 1956

Edgars Consolidated Stores Ltd - 20 awards

SABMiller Plc - 16 awards

Barloworld Ltd - 10 awards

Anglo Platinum Ltd - 9 awards

Anglo Alpha Ltd - 9 awards

Nedbank Group Ltd - 8 awards

Transnet Ltd 7 - awards

AngloGold Ashanti Ltd - 6 awards

York Timbers Holdings Ltd - 6 awards
 

Anglo American Coal Corporation Ltd - 6 awards

Rand Mines Ltd - 6 awards
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OVeraLL cOmments

in the three years since the international 
integrated Reporting Council (iiRC) 
officially launched its framework (‘the 
framework’), there has been a flurry of 
activity amongst reporters. Significant 
strides have been made from a reporting 
perspective. South africa has been at the 
forefront of these developments, and this 
years integrated Report awards highlights 
just how much progress has been made. 

a quick glance at the reports reveal that 
most have used the framework as a 
base for reporting. That is encouraging, 
yet year on year improvements have 
not necessarily been as fundamental or 
revolutionary as may have been expected. 
Many reporters appear to be in a period 
of consolidation, rather than aiming for 
significant improvements to their reports.

Has there been improvement? Definitely 
so. in fact, more entities than ever before 
are using the content prescribed by the 
framework to determine what to include 
in their reports. Reports across the board 
include good discussions on strategy, the 
business model and risks at a level of 
maturity that we have not seen in the past.

interestingly, in following the approach of 
ensuring that the content is as prescribed 
by the framework, some companies 
appear to have come undone. Many 
reporters are still struggling to apply the 
interplay between the content suggested 
by the framework and the key principles 
that should guide the preparation of the 
integrated report. Principles like ensuring 
that the information is well connected 
and tells a holistic story, deciding what 
information is material and what not, 
conciseness and reliability, to name a few. 
So whilst there have been improvements 

and a certain level of standardisation 
in terms of the content, there is still 
significant room for improvement in 
applying the underlying principles. it is 
when entities begin applying the guiding 
principles that they will be able to produce 
truly integrated reports. There is evidence 
of this in winner’s reports.

One of the areas that has seen 
improvement has been around the 
reporting on strategy, and showing that 
the strategy takes into account more than 
just financial considerations but embraces 
the broader capitals of, for example, 
social and human capital. it has also been 
encouraging to see that more entities are 
starting to align the reporting on strategy 
to the key performance indicators, and in 
some more progressive reporters, this is 
linked all the way through to remuneration 
of the key executives. 

also encouraging is the way in which 
reporters are starting to use their business 
model to tell the story of how they create 
value. Companies have clearly put more 
effort into making the depiction of the 
business model more concise and easily 
understandable. This is true for the inputs 
into the business model, the process of 
value creation and the outputs. However, 
most reporters still appear to grapple with 
identifying what the outcomes, based on 
the six capitals, of their business activity 
were. it is therefore often difficult to 
understand what the broader impact of the 
entity’s operations on the six capitals was. 
This may well be due to the absence of 
this information within internal reporting, 
and entities will need to consider this 
going forward.

The recently launched King iv embraces 
integrated reporting, and integrated 
thinking and a holistic approach to 

decision making that goes with it. it is 
clear that entities that produce integrated 
reports have begun upon the journey of 
integrated thinking. 

at the beginning of this report reference 
was made to the launch of the framework 
three years ago. it is clear, when 
comparing reports from three years 
ago to today’s reports, that the quality 
of integrated reports have improved 
significantly. Reporters have made efforts 
to ensure that the structure of the report 
is appropriate for the entity and that the 
key content pillars are in place. What 
remains is for entities to embrace the 
spirit of integrated reporting by applying 
the underlying principles that guide it, and 
to embed this holistic thinking into their 
decision making. The reward for doing 
so will be reporting that is insightful and 
meaningful.

Comments on overall winner and 
Top 40

The Top 40 category has again produced 
an excellent selection of reports. There 
was very little to choose between the top 5 

Judges Report - Integrated 
Reporting Awards 2016
By Zubair Wadee, Convenor of Judges
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JUDGES
Zubair Wadee – Convenor of Judges, (Director) PricewaterhouseCoopers

Johann Neethling – (Director) Chartered Secretaries Southern africa

Leigh Roberts – CEO, integrated Reporting Committee (Sa)

Prof John Ford – gordon institute of Business Science

Tania Wimberley – (Head Financial Reporting issuer Regulation) JSE Ltd

Joanne Matisonn – (Head: Corporate governance) TMF group

Prof Warren Maroun – Wits School of accountancy

Pieter Conradie – (Programme Director: integrated Reporting) The albert Luthuli 
Centre for Responsible Leadership, university of Pretoria

Jonathan Streng – (Senior Lecturer accounting) university of Johannesburg

companies. The integration of the reports 
and the discussion on the capitals has 
significantly improved. 

Mid cap

There were again, some excellent reports 
in this category, with the best reports 
rivalling those in the Top 40 category. 
There was clearly a focus on discussing 
how the company created value, in 
particular through the articulation of the 
company’s business model. 

Small cap

Reports in this category have begun 
to embrace the concept of materiality 
and understandability. The levels of 
conciseness and integration have 
significantly improved compared to prior 
years. 

AltX and Fledgling

Reporters in this category have focused 
on providing good discussions around 
the risks they faced and how they 
respond. additionally, the reporting on 
key performance indicators has improved 
significantly.

Large State owned

The best reporters in this category once 
again produced excellent reports that 
rivalled the overall best reports. There 
were good discussion on strategic 
objectives and achievements against those 
objectives, with the majority of reports 
being fairly balanced in their approach to 
reporting.  

Small State owned

These entities appeared to focus on 
discussing their key relationships 
and matters that were material to 
stakeholders. Similar to the larger state 
owned companies, the reporting against 
objectives continues to be good. The 
reports continue to improve year on year. 

Public sector

Reports in this category contained an 
excellent discussion around risks and 
mitigation strategies. Together with 
this, these entities also quantified their 
performance relative to their strategic 
objectives.

 

Regional

Reporters in this category did an 
excellent job of discussing their external 
environment, and clearly articulating their 
business models. additionally, there have 
been improvements in discussing the 
company’s outlook. 

Non-listed

Companies in this category once again 
produced reports that try to tell the story 
of how the company created value. it is 
encouraging to see that these reports are 
keeping pace with some of their listed 
rivals. 

NPO/NGO

With the focus oftentimes on more than 
just financial performance, these reports 
provided a good eye opener as to the 
way in which the 6 capitals play out in a 
broader societal context. The reports were 
again very good, with a definite focus on 
the impact that these entities have had on 
society.
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i recently attended the re-branding of a client’ 
where Larry Soffer was the main attraction. For 
those of who are not familiar with Larry Soffer, 
he is a South african mentalist and magician. He 
performed various acts whereby he (supposedly) 
read people’s minds, made them feel energy 
fields around them and even broke a good 
quality red wine glass with his own mind.

Tonight, i don’t plan to make anyone disappear 
or to waste your good red wine but i would like 
you to remember and be conscious of three 
numbers for me.

The number 8, the number 12 and the number 5.

On knowing it was time to prepare some content 
for tonight, i considered all that had been 
happening lately and then thought that either 
of our other speakers would discuss the Trump 
saga, gordhan and / or shebeens and hence 
came up with a dead end on ideas.

So i put on my running shoes and let the blood 
flow, hoping it would rack the brain.

The theme of integrated Reporting stumped me 
somewhat as you in this room are all specialists 
and professionals in this field, and that led me 
to snatch just one element of the phrase and 
meaning of ‘integrated’ by letting you into my 
world somewhat.

Being the part-owner of a business that focuses 
on small and medium enterprises, it is interesting 
for these clients to read and learn from aspects 
of your integrated Reporting. Some of our 
larger clients see themselves in your reporting 
as stakeholders in the form, of small suppliers 
such as green Projects, or even some of our 
Non-Profit clients who handle small portions of 
your CSi.

a typical day for a PPg (Professional Practice 
group) member of Chartered Secretaries 
involves assisting small business owners, 
understanding their businesses and how to run 
them more effectively and efficiently.

People say being an accountant must be boring 

but businesses range from restauranteers, 
butchers and bakers, electrical engineers and 
other professional service providers such as 
concrete testing businesses, gas distributors, 
recruitment services and interior decorators to 
name a few.

Small businesses take time, passion and hard 
work to invent and to evolve. We realise how 
many people in RSa are budding entrepreneurs 
and small business owners by the newly 
introduced local version of ‘Dragons Den’ called 
Shark Tank Sa. This route helps to focus the 
economy on growth given the existing high 
levels of unemployment in the country, and this 
indirectly being one of the factors that could 
contribute to a possible investment downgrade in 
December 2016.

Small businesses are subject to the same 
Labour Laws, Tax Laws (with one or two 
marginal benefits) and other statutory 
compliance requirements. The difference in 
these organisations is probably the decision-
making processes, which can be defined in three 
portions – Speed, Quantum and Frequency of 
decision-making.

These entrepreneurs integrate all aspects of their 
daily operations; they are the CEO one day, the 
receptionist the next, and then the HR manager 
and tea lady at any other necessary time. initially 
they work 12 hours a day (if they are lucky), 7 
days a week to get things off the ground and to 
make ends meet.

Those that are not yet stakeholders of some of 
your companies, aspire to succeed and

a) Become preferred suppliers,

b) Personally invest on JSE listed companies

in comparing and thinking of these aspects, 
one realises that the operational, managerial 
and many other areas of the business can be 
vastly different, but in our modern world all these 
business activities come down to ONE main 
thing – NuMBERS.

Back in the 1920’s or even the 1800’s, annual 
Financial Reporting was a lot more one-
dimensional and bland. it incorporated income, 
expenses, profits and taxes. it reflected whether 
the company was solvent and if the FD got to 
keep his job. it was PuRE NuMBERS.

Today we have evolved to running holistic 
companies where the expectation of 
companies is not just to make great profits and 
distribute good dividends but to be involved in 
Responsible, Sustainable and Reputable trading.

This includes making a difference to 
communities and to its employees, and giving 
back to the environment. Once again though the 
soft touches that add value and are essential 
are not always top of mind for all. SaRS is more 
interested in company profits and inevitably 
the resulting taxes. investors enjoy seeing 
higher profits knowing they can expect a higher 
dividend and return on investment Communities 
know that higher profits may lead to more CSi 
initiatives. This thus inevitably comes back to 
MORE NuMBERS.

Today we see more and more companies 
involved in community and sporting events such 
as:

1)  Nedbank golf Challenge (where the million 
dollars is worth a lot more Rands today than 
when it originated);

2)  Standard Bank ironman;

3)  Momentum is the title sponsor of Sa one-
day cricket;

Welcome address
By Karen Southgate, CSSA President
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4)  Telkom 94.7 Cycle Challenge (where some 
of you may be dusting off your bikes from 
last year to be involved on Sunday);

5)  Discovery 702 Walk the Talk;

6)  Nike – Take Back Jozi campaign; and even

7)  Subaru / SPCa dog walk day

Events however are not big enough for some 
and we are thus even then blessed with the

1)  Previously Coca-Cola Dome;

2)  growthpoint Kings Park Stadium; and

3)  Emirates airline Park (home to the Lions of 
course)

Life in so many ways is based on NuMBERS, 
but we should all try to integrate our own lives 
with other activities to make it whole. Look at 
tonight alreay. You had to be here by 7pm, be 
seated at tables of 10, you are only allowed two 
beers if you are driving home, you probably need 
to be in bed by 12pm to make your 8am meeting 
tomorrow.

There is this interesting parallel in life between 
Time, Numbers and an integrated Life.

a wise person once told me – Work to Live and 
don’t simply Live to Work.

Being the Financial Director of an unlisted 
property company, we spend time on numbers 
every day. These include not just ‘money’ 
numbers but other interesting numbers such as:

1)  Footcount – how many people pass through 
the mall doors each day i.e. we follow you!

2)  Spend per head – how many feet have cash 
and credit cards being used in the mall;

3)  Trading densities – how much turnover are 
the retailers making per sqm of their store;

4)  Marketing spend – what community 
initiatives are we embarking on, how many 
people are being affected and reached per 
event.

We compare malls with other malls across our 

portfolio and ask many questions including 
something simple but interesting like, what 
makes a person in Middelburg shop longer or 
later than another living in Polokwane?

These are integrated and holistic portions of our 
business.

in a recent development near Jo’burg, we 
involved the community in the ownership of the 
mall. Their portion was funded in the normal 
course of business and they are learning every 
day the in’s and out’s of business ownership, 
how to build relationships with stakeholders, 
and understand the daily management and 
operations that are required.

Currently we are busy with a new development 
in the old venda region where the Chief is part of 
the ownership structure, and we all continuously 
learn from one another.

it is up to all of us to incorporate these holistic 
things in life and business even while, the 
Bankers analyse the numbers to decide whether 
to fund a project, the investors ask if the returns 
are sufficient to make a project viable, and 
Personally we ask ourselves, do we have 
enough to retire one day – or as a Sa company 
recently put it – when is enough really enough?

Being an athlete and taking part in some events 
allows one to de-stress in the surrounds of 
nature – with of course the occasional hooting 
of a taxi – to run beautiful trails and bike some 
incredible places. it also teaches us to push the 
limits we tend to put on ourselves, to dig deep 
into finding ways and energy to go further for 
longer. This is applicable to every aspect of our 
lives both personally and in our careers.

People like Riaan Manser, a pioneering explorer, 
who has cycled the perimeter of africa (albeit 
with a few hiccups), and kayaked the coastline of 
Madagascar, push these boundaries, learn more 
about themselves and about the world. They 
return to become motivational speakers and for a 
crazy 5 minutes of our lives, they almost compel 
and entice us to want to do similar things. 

Hours later though we come to our senses, yet 
are still left with the lingering realisation that we 
too can be holistic – a great husband or wife, a 
fabulous parent, a good boss or employee and 
anything else we set our minds to!

Coming back to our parallel with numbers and 
time, these goals we set ourselves always 
include time and / or numbers. The ironman 
gives you only 8 hours for a half distance and 
17 hours for the full. Riaan Manser had only so 
many hours of daylight to paddle, while in sport 
of all kinds games are dictated to by time – half 
time, full time and time-outs.

So in closing, i would like to reflect to you what 
those 3 numbers all have in common and how 
they holistically link so many portions of our lives.
it reflects the average time people are used to 
(and this may have changed with the rush of 
modern life) - 8 am breakfast, 12 pm lunch and 
5 pm dinner;

in the human spine - 8 cervical vertebrae, 12 
thoracic and 5 lumbar vertebrae;

in working life – 8 hours a day, 12 months a year, 
5 days a week;

For us women – 8 minutes to apply your make-
up in traffic, 12 times you have probably been 
hooted at for missing that green light, and 5 
bottles of mascara per year;

in nature – 8 legs of a spider, 12 lunar cycles in 
a year, 5 elements of nature (Fire, Earth, Water, 
air and Spirit). 

in the world – 8 is the lucky number for 
Chinese, 12 stars in the Eu flag (fortunately not 
representative of the number of countries due 
to Brexit) but rather this is linked to the number 
12 meaning completeness & perfection; and 5 
being the number of time zones that exist in the 
Kingdom of Denmark;

in sport we have the 8th man in Rugby, 12th 
man in cricket and 5 (apart from the number 
of times the aussies have lost recently to the 
Proteas) representing the number of Olympic 
rings;

Lastly (and light heartedly) if your accountant 
tells you that your R8 million and R5 million 
income totals R12 million – it is probably time to 
find a new accountant!

Thank you everyone for joining us this evening, 
good luck to all contestants involved and have a 
great evening!
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Left: Overall winner - Mervyn 
King presents the award to 
Sandi Linford from Vodacom 
Group Ltd

Right: Top 40 WINNER - 
Jacky Cuffley (Link Market 

Services) presents the award 
to Alfred Visagie, Nedbank 

Group Ltd

Left: Small cap WINNER - 
Gregory Prinsloo (Diligent) 
(right) presents the award 
to Heinrich Pretorius, 
ArcelorMittal South Africa

Right: Mid cap WINNER - 
Rodney Bastion (Bastion 

Graphics) presents the 
award to Yuresh Maharaj, 

Liberty Holdings 

Left: Fledgling AltX WINNER 
- Rob Furney presents the 
award to Sue Hsieh, York 
Timbers Holdings 

Right: Non listed company 
WINNER - Tim Cohen 

presents the award to Ashraf 
Dindar of Foskor  

Left: NPO WINNER - 
Shamida Smit presents 
the award to Esti Lindner, 
CANSA

Right: Small state-owned 
company WINNER - Sikkie 

Kajeee presents the award to 
Karen Pepler, Sasria SOC
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Left: Public sector WINNER 
- Karen Southgate presents 
the award to Eleanor 
Tlhotlhalemaje, Gautrain 
Management Agency

Right: Regional award 
WINNER - Sandile Mbhamali 
(right) presents the award to 

Sipho Dlamini of the 
Swaziland Sugar Association

Left: Large state-owned 
company WINNER - 
Corli le Roux presents 
the award to Molatwane 
Likhethe, Transnet SOC 

Right: Prof Mervyn King with 
Institute CEO Stephen Sadie

Left: Ian von Memerty, 
Master of Ceremonies, gets 
the crowd going

Tim Cohen, 
Editor Business Day 

addresses the audience

Left: Certificates and 
trophies

Key note speaker  
Corli Le Roux  

(Head of Sustainability, 
Capital Markets Division, 

JSE)
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The new global anti-bribery standard - 
how will your company measure up?
By Georgie Farrant and Joan E. Meyer, Baker & McKenzie

after several years of development, involving 
input from over 50 countries, the international 
Organisation for Standardisation (iSO) has 
finally published iSO 37001: anti-Bribery 
Management Systems Standard – a new 
international standard designed to assist 
organisations worldwide in implementing and 
maintaining effective anti-bribery systems.

iSO 37001 comprises the first global set of 
requirements which organisations can refer 
to when establishing or updating policies, 
procedures and controls to address bribery 
risks.

Compliance with the standard is voluntary, and 
compliance does not guarantee that bribery 
will not occur within an organisation or provide 
absolute protection against prosecution of 
the organisation where its employees, agents 
or intermediaries have engaged in bribery. 
However, conformity with the standard may:

l better equip organisations to detect and 
prevent acts of bribery;

l assist organisations to defend 
prosecutions, including when seeking to 
evidence:

  - the appropriate “corporate culture” 

 - adequate procedures” (in 
defending a prosecution under the 
uK Bribery act); or

 - an “effective compliance and 
ethics program” (as referred to in 
the Federal Sentencing guidelines 
Manual that applies to prosecutions 
under the uS Foreign Corrupt 
Practices act);

l provide organisations with a competitive 
advantage when tendering for business.

What is isO 37001?

iSO 37001 is a framework which specifies 
minimum requirements for establishing, 
implementing, maintaining, reviewing and 
improving the anti-bribery management and 
compliance system of an organisation. The 
requirements and guidance contained in iSO 
37001 are designed to address acts of bribery:

l by an organisation, or by its personnel 
or business associates acting on the 
organisation’s behalf or for its benefit; and

l of an organisation, or of its personnel 
or business associates in relation to the 
organisation’s activities.

Corporations can simply use iSO 37001 as an 
internal reference tool, but because iSO 37001 
is a “Type a requirements” standard which 
prescribes specific minimum requirements (as 
opposed to a framework of ‘guidelines’) it is 
capable of independent certification. Therefore 
corporations can seek to obtain certification 
from independent third party providers which 
they then can use to demonstrate their 
compliance externally.

can isO 37001 be used by my 
organisation?

iSO 37001 is intended to be used by any 
organisation worldwide, regardless of its 
size, field of industry or activity, and whether 
or not it is a public, private or not-for-profit 
organisation.

is an organisation required to 
adopt isO 37001?

There is currently no obligation under any 
legislation globally to have a compliance 
programme which complies with the minimum 
requirements set out in iSO 37001 or to obtain 
certification of compliance with iSO 37001. it is 

for each organisation to determine whether it 
wants to adopt those requirements. However, 
some entities may require corporations to 
have iSO 37001 certification if they wish to 
tender for projects or contracts.

What are the requirements 
imposed by isO 37001?

To comply with iSO 37001, an organisation 
must implement certain specified minimum 
requirements in a manner which is reasonable 
and proportionate to the bribery risk faced by 
the organisation. These requirements include 
the following:

l implementation of an anti-bribery policy 
and programme.

l Communication of the policy and 
programme to all relevant personnel 
and business associates (joint venture 
partners, sub-contractors, suppliers, 
consultants etc)

l appointment of a compliance manager 
(full time or part time) to oversee the 
programme.

l Provision of appropriate anti-bribery 
training to personnel.

l assessment of bribery risks, including 
undertaking appropriate due diligence.

l The taking of reasonable steps to ensure 
that controlled organisations and business 
associates have implemented appropriate 
anti-bribery controls.

l verification as far as reasonable that 
personnel will comply with the anti-bribery 
policy.

l The setting up of mechanisms and policies 
to control gifts, hospitality, donations and 
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similar benefits to ensure that they do not 
have a corrupt purpose.

l implementation of appropriate financial, 
procurement, contractual and other 
commercial controls so as to help prevent 
the risk of bribery.

l implementation of reporting (whistle-
blowing) procedures.

l investigation and appropriate treatment of 
any actual or suspected bribery.

l The monitoring and review the 
effectiveness of the programme, including 
the making of improvements where 
necessary.

There is guidance provided, in annex a to iSO 
37001, to organisations on how to implement 
and comply with the prescribed requirements.

if an organisation obtains isO 
37001 certification does that mean 
it has “adequate procedures” as 
required by the UK Bribery act?

iSO 37001 is based on British Standard 10500 
anti-bribery Management System, which was 
developed with reference to guidance provided 
by the uK Ministry of Justice in relation to the 

requirement for companies to establish that 
they have “adequate procedures” in order 
to avoid corporate criminal liability under the 
uK Bribery act 2010. although obtaining iSO 
37001 certification will not provide a corporation 
with a guarantee that a Court will find that the 
corporation had adequate procedures, it is likely 
to be a persuasive piece of evidence.

in australia for example, companies can be 
exposed to prosecution if they fail to create 
and maintain a corporate culture that requires 
compliance with the anti-bribery provisions of the 
Criminal Code act 1995 (Cth) and if an agent 
of the organisation then engages in bribery. 
although there is currently no case law to assist 
corporations to determine what is necessary 
to establish the relevant corporate culture, 
compliance with iSO 37001 is likely to be strong 
evidence on which an organisation can rely in 
establishing that it had taken reasonable and 
appropriate steps to create such a culture.

in relation to FCPa prosecutions, which 
remain the highest area of prosecution risk 
for multinational companies with a relevant 
connection to the uS, certification will again not 
provide a guarantee against protection. 

However, it is likely to be relevant to 
establishing that the organisation had an 
“effective compliance and ethics program” (as 

referred to in the Federal Sentencing guidelines 
Manual that applies to prosecutions under the 
uS Foreign Corrupt Practices act 1977).

if an organisation has isO 37001 
certification are they safe to do 
business with?

Certification cannot guarantee that no corrupt 
activity is to be found within an organisation, 
and similarly a lack of certification does not 
mean that an organisation is corrupt or does 
not have sufficient anti-bribery measures in 
place. Certification should be considered to be 
one relevant factor in due diligence undertaken 
when engaging intermediaries, entering into joint 
ventures or contracting with entities. The age of 
the certification will also be a relevant factor.

conclusion

Each organisation will have to weigh up whether 
the costs associated with third party certification 
under iSO 37001 will be worthwhile, but as a 
starting point a review of your organisation’s 
anti-bribery measures against the requirements 
could provide you with significant reassurance, 
or a much needed wake-up call, in relation to 
how your organisation measures up against 
the global standard expected of companies 
in establishing and maintaining anti-bribery 
management systems.
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The King iv Report on Corporate 
governanceTM (King iv) was launched 
on 1 November 2016 by the King 
Committee and the institute of Directors in 
Southern africa (ioDSa), which owns the 
intellectual rights to the King Reports and 
the governance codes they contain. The 
King Reports, of which this is the fourth 
iteration, contain the philosophy, principles 
and leading practices for corporate 
governance in South africa.

“The overarching objective of King iv 
is to make corporate governance more 
accessible and relevant to a wider range 
of organisations, and to be the catalyst for 
a shift from a compliance-based mind-set 
to one that sees corporate governance 
as a lever for value creation ,” says Prof 
Mervyn King, chair of the King Committee 
on Corporate governance in South africa. 

To make the Report more accessible, 

ansie Ramalho, King iv Report Project 
Lead for the ioDSa, and the task team 
appointed by the King Committee, have 
introduced a number of innovations. They 
have broadened the language of the 
Report, ensuring that the vocabulary is 
no longer listed company and business-
specific, and have provided supplements 
to make it easier to adapt the Code 
to different industry sectors, including 
government and non-profits, and various 
other types of organisations. King iv 
also provides guidance on how to apply 
its practices proportionally, in line with 
an individual organisation’s size and 
resources, and the extent and complexity 
of its activities.

in addition, King iii’s 75 principles have 
been reduced to a mere 16 in King iv, 
with an additional 17th principle which is 
applicable to institutional investors such as 
retirement funds and insurance companies. 

at a deeper level, 
King iv has taken 
the decisive step 
of focusing on 
outcomes as a 
way of driving 
acceptance 
of corporate 
governance 
as integral to 
value creation 
by organisations 
characterised 
by an ethical 
culture, good 
performance, 
effective control 
and legitimacy. 

Linking 
governance 
to outcomes 
should result in 
organisations 
practising quality 
governance. in 

this spirit, King iv emphasises not what 
practices have been implemented but 
rather what their impact has been on 
achieving the 16 principles. King iv has 
moved the regimen of “apply or explain” to 
“apply and explain”.

“apply and explain” introduces a 
qualitative approach to the implementation 
of King iv’s recommendations. governing 
bodies now have greater flexibility in 
how they implement the recommended 
practices to achieve the goals articulated 
in the principles, but they have to be 
transparent about how they did so. The 
intent is for the reader of the explanation 
to be able to make an informed decision 
about whether the organisation has or has 
not achieved the principles and realised 
the four outcomes of ethical culture, 
performance in a sustainable manner, 
effective controls and legitimacy.

Other important issues covered by King 
iv include the wage gap, shareholders 
voting on remuneration policies and 
their implementation so as to trigger 
engagement with the company and the 
composition of the governing body. 

“King iv is the product of wide 
consultation, and belongs to all South 
africans – organisations and individuals – 
to whom good governance matters,” says 
Ramalho. “The wish of the King Committee 
and the ioDSa is that King iv be welcomed 
as making it easier to understand what 
the purpose of corporate governance is, 
and to apply it to achieve the creation of 
value. King iv aims to make corporate 
governance understandable beyond the 
circle of consultants, technicians and 
academics.

Prof King said it would be the committee’s 
greatest reward if King iv is adopted by 
all organisations across all sectors with a 
consequent consistent practice of quality 
governance.

Governance in SA gets major update
King iv shifts focus to outcomes and accessibility
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Business rescue and prescription - the 
mother of all evil
By Lucinde Rhoodie, Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr

Prescription is one word which every 
creditor (and attorney) dread. Prescription 
extinguishes a debt and there is very little a 
creditor can do once that proverbial ship has 
sailed.

The Prescription act, No 68 of 1969 
(Prescription act), on a good day, has its 
challenges, but the situation is even more 
uncertain when an insolvent estate is 
concerned.

Rogers J, with Nuku J concurring, in the 
recent judgment of van Deventer and 
another v Nedbank Ltd2016 (3) Sa 622 
(WCC) shed some very needed light on this 
issue.

The plaintiffs, a and E van Deventer 
(Sureties), signed a suretyship in favour of 
Nedbank on behalf of a close corporation, 
J & B Biltong CC (JBB). During March 2008, 
JBB was placed in liquidation. Nedbank 
issued summons against the Sureties in 
July 2012. The summons was duly served at 
the domicilium citandi et executandi of the 
Sureties on 13 July 2012. Nedbank obtained 
default judgment on 13 December 2012.

upon becoming aware of the default 
judgment granted against them, the Sureties 
brought an application to rescind the default 
judgment (Rescission application). One 
of the grounds upon which the Rescission 
application was brought, was that the 
claims against the Sureties had prescribed. 
The Magistrate hearing the Rescission 
application dismissed it.

The Sureties appealed against the dismissal 
of the Rescission application.

On appeal, Rogers J considered the 
prescription defence raised by the Sureties 
in the Rescission application. They alleged 
that the debts arose at the time of JBB’s 
liquidation in March 2008 and that summons 

was only issued in July 2012, more than 
three years later.

in its opposing papers, Nedbank alleged 
that it, on 14 November 2008 lodged its 
claims against JBB in terms of the relevant 
provisions of the insolvency act, No 24 
of 1936 read with s366 of the Companies 
act, No 61 of 1973 and s66(1) of the Close 
Corporations act, No 69 of 1984, which 
claims were proved on 26 October 2009. 
Nedbank argued that when summons 
was issued the first and final liquidation 
and distribution account had not yet been 
approved by the Master and on these 
facts the completion of prescription against 
JBB, and thus against the sureties, had 
been delayed in terms of s13(1)(g) of the 
Prescription act and was not yet complete 
when summons was issued.

in terms of s13(1) of the Prescription act, if 
the debt is the object of a claim filed against 
a company in liquidation, the relevant period 
of prescription would be completed before or 
on, or within one year after, the date on which 
the “relevant impediment” referred to in this 
section and sub-sections has ceased to exist.

Rogers J confirmed that the impediment 
contemplated in s13(1)(g) ceases to exist, 
for purposes of s13(1)(i), when the filed claim 
is rejected or, if it is accepted, when the 
final liquidation and distribution account is 
confirmed by the Master.

On the facts the court found that a final 
account had not been approved as at 5 
July 2012, from which it would follow that 
prescription could not conceivably have been 
completed earlier than one year later, i.e. 
5 July 2013. Since summons was duly served 
on 13 July 2012, prescription would have 
been interrupted prior to its completion.

The court reiterated the fact that the 
timeous interruption of prescription of the 

principal debt, or a delay in the completion 
of prescription of the principal debt, also 
interrupts or delays prescription in respect of 
a surety’s obligation.

although the point was not raised by the 
sureties the court addressed a further issue: 
whether, having regard to the wording of 
s13(1)(g), which does not refer to close 
corporations, this section applies to close 
corporations? after examining the principles 
applicable to interpreting statutes, Rogers J 
was satisfied that the legislature could not 
rationally have intended to exclude corporate 
entities such as close corporations from the 
scope of s13(1)(g) and that such entities are 
within the parliamentary intent of s13(1)(g).

This judgment provides very necessary 
clarification of the issue of prescription in the 
context of insolvent estates.
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Even the taxman must stand in line with 
other Creditors before the Liquidator. This 
is according to the recent Supreme Court 
of appeal (“SCa”) decision of CSaRS v 
van der Merwe NO. This appellate case 
dealt with a dispute about whether or 
not certain provisions of the Customs 
and Excise act created an embargo in 
favour of the Commissioner of the South 
african Revenue Services (“CSaRS”), 
thus preventing a Liquidator from taking 
possession of goods in terms of the 
insolvency act until all duty and vaT is 
paid. The SCa upheld the ruling of the 
KwaZulu-Natal Local Division and found 
that CSaRS cannot stand in the way of the 
Liquidator, but rather, must wait his turn 
with the other creditors.

facts of the case

The Liquidators of Pela Plant Proprietary 
Limited (“Pela Plant”) approached the 
courts for assistance when they were 
unable to take possession of certain 
equipment that was warehoused in a 
Customs Bonded Warehouse with the 
deferment of customs duty and vaT. The 
equipment had been exported from South 
africa to be utilised in the Democratic 
Republic of the Congo and subsequently 
returned to South africa, thereby incurring 

customs duty and a vaT liability. Pela 
Plant was then placed in liquidation.

arguments

The Liquidators contented that they were 
obliged, in terms of the insolvency act, 
to take possession of the property of the 
company in liquidation and sought an 
order that the equipment be released to 
them without having to first pay the duty 
and vaT. CSaRS opposed the application 
on the basis that, in terms of the Customs 
act, he was precluded from releasing the 
equipment until the duty and vaT was 
paid in full. The practical difficulties faced 
by the Liquidators were that they were 
not in a position to pay the vaT and duty 
until they sold the equipment, substantial 
storage costs were escalating daily and 
few, if any, purchasers would be willing 
to pay SaRS before being able to take 
delivery of the equipment.

court’s findings

acting Judge annandale, in the court a 
quo, pointed out that a situation could 
arise where the value of goods was less 
than the duties and vaT due, and thus no 
purchaser would be prepared to pay the 
duties and vaT and the goods would then 

end up in a State Warehouse being sold in 
terms of section 43 of the Customs act.

The SCa held, as had the court a quo, 
that the “ranking of claims within the 
insolvency act does not countenance 
any creditor being granted a preference 
such as that contended for by SaRS”. 
Both courts found that the core principal 
of insolvency Law is that all creditors are 
subject to it unless specifically provided 
otherwise in Statute. it is with that in mind 
that the insolvency act directs a liquidator 
to take possession of all of the assets of 
the insolvent and ensure that every asset 
is properly realised and the proceeds 
distributed to the creditors in accordance 
with the preference determined in 
accordance with insolvency Law.

The Customs act does not provide for a 
situation where goods are brought into the 
country and attract customs duty and then 
insolvency intervenes prior to payment 
of the duty and vaT. in that situation, the 
insolvency act applies. if an embargo 
existed, the Customs act would nullify 
the provisions of the insolvency act. in 
this situation, the SCa has held that the 
insolvency act trumps the Customs act.

Final Score: Liquidator 1 - Commissioner, 
South African Revenue Services 0
By Judy von Klemperer, Shepstone & Wylie attorneys
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The 2016/17 Special voluntary Disclosure 
Programme (SvDP) or amnesty application 
period has officially opened and deadline 
extended to 30 June 2017. The tax penalty 
inclusion rate has also been reduced from 
50% to 40%, giving South african resident 
individuals and companies more time to be 
tax compliant.

The South african Revenue Service 
(SaRS) and the South african Reserve 
Bank (SaRB) have established a joint 
application process utilising SaRS’ eFiling 
process, accessible on the eFiling website. 
While there is nothing untoward about 
having offshore assets, disclosure with 
the relevant authorities is essential. South 
africans are currently allowed to invest 
up to R10 million outside South africa on 
an annual basis, on the provisio that a 
tax clearance has been issued. Settlors, 
donors and beneficiaries of foreign 
discretionary trusts may elect to apply in 
their individual capacities for the SvDP.

Tony Barrett, FNB Financial advisory 
Wealth Manager, says: “There has been 
clarity in respect of the exchange control 
aspects of the amnesty for some time now. 
if applicants wish to retain assets offshore, 
a penalty of 10% on the value of the 
assets, as at 29 February 2016, will apply. 
The penalties must be paid out of the 
offshore funds.  if applicants elect to remit 
the assets back to South africa, a penalty 
of only 5% is payable.”

if lack of liquidity makes this a problem, 
the levy can be payable from local funds 
but at a levy of 12% and the assets 
will remain offshore. “Exchange control 
regulations are complex and defining 
whether or not one is in contravention 
of these regulations can be difficult. all 
South african banks are responsible 
for implementing exchange control 
regulations. if you are uncertain as to 
whether or not you are in contravention of 
these regulations, approach your financial 
adviser for guidance,” adds Barrett.

The tax regulations relating to the SvDP 
are not yet promulgated as law and all tax 
applications made will be put on hold by the 
tax SvDP unit. To apply for the SvDP tax, 
one must obtain details of the market value 
of the assets that are in contravention of 
the income Tax act. These values need to 
be obtained for each year of assessment 
commencing on 1 March 2010 to 28 
February 2015. The highest value of these 
assets as at the end of each of those years 
of assessments, translated into   South 
african Rand using the spot rate on the last 
day of each relevant year of assessment 
must be determined and 40% of that 
highest amount must be included in the 
taxpayer’s taxable income in respect of the 
2015 year of assessment.

Barrett illustrates the taxation of the 
assets as follows: “assuming the highest 
value of the assets is R1 million, then 
R400 000 (R1 000 000 x 40%) will be 

added to an individual’s taxable income 
and taxed at 40% (being the applicable 
personal income tax rate in that particular 
year, assuming that the individual is on 
the highest tax bracket) in the 2015 year 
of assessment. This would result in tax of 
R160 000 being paid, or an effective SvDP 
tax penalty of 16%. 

Let’s take our example one step further 
and assume that the assets in our above 
example were also in contravention of 
exchange control regulations and that 
the offender wishes to retain the assets 
offshore, and that the asset value on 29 
February 2016 was also R1 million. an 
exchange control SvDP penalty of 10% 
would then be paid in addition to the 
effective tax penalty of 16%. This would 
result in total SvDP penalties of R260 000 
(being R100 000 for exchange control and 
R160 000 for tax contravention) or 26% 
being paid.”

internationally, 20% and 25% of penalties 
in respect of amnesties have traditionally 
been the norm. With the impending world-
wide implementation of the automatic 
exchange of information between 
governments, details of offshore assets 
are going to become freely known to both 
SaRS and SaRB. “Should offenders be 
caught, the penalties levied would be far 
more onerous with a possibility of criminal 
prosecution. This is literally the last 
chance saloon for offenders to get their 
affairs in order,” concludes Barrett.

Make use of the extended deadline for 
declaration of offshore interests 
By Tony Barrett, Manager, FNB Financial advisory Wealth
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a good leader recognises that his/her 
organisation is ready for change and that 
he/she needs to be an example of that 
change. 

Organisations experience change on 
an ongoing basis due to an increasingly 
volatile and competitive economic 
environment, technological improvements 
and workforce changes to name but a few. 
Failure to adapt to change can have dire 
consequences. 

Leaders face a myriad of challenges 
when implementing change and there 
are two key factors worth special focus. 
Firstly, leaders have to recognise the 
need for change. Secondly, they have to 
communicate and drive the implementation 
of that change in such a way that it 
mitigates negative consequences. Such 
consequences include reduced employee 
morale, diminished commitment and 
increased cynicism, which all impact 
seriously on performance and productivity. 

The link between change management 
and managing resistance to change 
cannot be ignored: Looking at ways of 
managing resistance goes a long way 
towards successful implementation of 
change initiatives. 

Fortunately, there are a number of models 
that leaders can learn from to overcome 
resistance to change by understanding the 
human response to change. 

Leaders must aim to have employees 
understand the need for change without 
feeling overwhelmed by the change. 
What is seen as resistance to change is 
often just masked fear – fear of seeming 
incompetent, fear of losing one’s job 
or fear of the organisation’s inability to 
produce the right results. 

Resistance to change can come from 
three sources:

l Personal factors include personality 
traits such as low levels of openness 
to new experiences, current issues 
in an individual’s life such as illness 
or loss of a significant other, and 
concerns related to their personal 
external environment that threaten 
their perception of security.

l Organisational factors encompass the 
perceived credibility of those leading 
the change, the perceived credibility of 
the organisation and the organisation’s 
history or track record with change 
initiatives in the past, as well as lack of 
trust in management. 

l Change-specific factors include 
the change process being followed 
(employees might see it as flawed 
or illogical), not including the people 
being most impacted by the change 
in the planning process, and lack of 
clarity regarding the reason for the 
change.

introducing a change initiative creates 
uncertainty and concern in the minds 
of employees. Therefore the first step 
in implementing change is to create 
readiness for the change which starts 
with leaders providing evidence that 
the current way of doing things is not 
appropriate, sustainable or acceptable for 
the organisation. 

armenakis et al1 explain that leaders need 
to create a compelling message that will 
answer the following five questions:

l What is the problem?

l is the solution being offered going to 
effectively address the problem? 

l are the senior leaders of the 
organisation visibly supporting the 
change?

1 Self, D.R and Schraeder M. Enhancing the success of organizational 

change.  Leadership and Organizational Development Journal. vol 30. No 2. 

2009. pp167-182.

l Do i, and the rest of the organisation, 
have the ability to effect the change?

l What is in it for me if we make the 
change?

Once leaders have crafted the overarching 
message that will start answering the 
above questions, they need to supply 
specific information:

Leaders need to describe the burning 
platform by, for example, showing 
competitors’ numbers or products or citing 
industry benchmarks. 

Once this has been accomplished, 
employees need to be convinced that 
the proposed change initiative and the 
process being followed will effectively 
solve the problem. it is also important that 
employees feel that the initiative is in line 
with the organisation’s culture, structure 
and formal systems. 

Employees need to be convinced that their 
leaders are serious about implementing 
the change. They will be very observant 
of the change leaders’ behaviour as well 
as the behaviour of their direct managers 
to see whether it is consistent with the 
proposed change. They will also be critical 
of their verbal justification for the change. 

Leaders need to provide employees 
with the necessary training, coaching 
and education that will empower them 
to implement the change. Without this, 
employees might doubt their own abilities 
to make the change and doubt their 
leaders’ ability to lead them through the 
change. 

Employees need to be convinced that the 
gain of the change will outweigh the pain of 
the change; in other words, that they will be 
better off in some way after the change. 

This leads to specific strategies that the 
leaders can follow:

Taking the lead in times of change
By Cornell Solomon, facilitator, TowerStone
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l Clarify that the suggested change is 
both necessary and the right course of 
action and augment the message with 
external information.

l Be visible and available to answer 
questions (face-to-face interactions are 
best).

l Provide training and education.

l address the potentially negative 
impacts head-on and mitigate where 
possible. 

l allow individuals to participate in the 
change process.

l get directly involved in the heart of the 
change such as attending training with 
employees and listening with an open 
mind to their comments.

l Communicate progress made during 
the process and identify and celebrate 
small successes.

By managing change-readiness throughout 
the change initiative and not just at the 
beginning, leaders can significantly 
improve the likelihood of success. 

Businesses face complex and challenging 
decisions every day. Today’s CEOs face 
a business environment that’s becoming 
increasingly complicated to read and adapt 
to. The Council for Scientific and industrial 
Research (CSiR) has undertaken research with 
PwC to define the “business as usual” of the 
future, whereby resilience is employed to ensure 
sustainability in the face of modern day global 
challenges facing businesses. 

Scientists have already concluded that four 
out of the nine boundaries that make Earth 
a stable and safe place to live, have been 
crossed in the wake of human activity. Some 
of the global challenges facing businesses 
include climate change, land-system change 
(e.g. deforestation), the instability of markets, 
energy and resource constraints, and poverty 
and conflict. The global community increasingly 
expects business, as a key role player in society, 
to take the lead in responding to the global 
challenges and national development agendas. 
Transparency and trust have become central 
to success of business in the longer term, and 
engagement with stakeholders is taking on a 
new meaning. “it has been said – ‘Business 
cannot succeed in a society that fails’. This 
effectively summarises the focus of our journey 
forwards. 

Our ‘business as usual’ of the future will not 
only focus on the well-being and success on an 

individual company basis, but also of the system 
within which it operates” says PwC Director 
for Sustainability and Climate Change, Jayne 
Mammatt.

it is already widely accepted that applying the 
concept of resilience to business management 
will enable an organisation to withstand, 
recover and reorganise in response to a shock. 
However, less attention is focussed on ensuring 
that the social ecological system within which 
business operations exist are also resilient to 
shocks and changes.  

To respond effectively, the study has found, 
businesses also need to build and maintain 
resilient social ecological systems as part of their 
integrated management, which would enable 
them to withstand, adapt and recover from 
undesirable and unstable conditions.

in this light, the CSiR and PwC define seven 
principles that assist in embedding a broader 
resilience approach into key processes including 
business strategy, management and reporting. 
The seven principles: systems; risk and 
adaptation; decoupling; restoration; wellbeing; 
collaborative governance; and innovation 
and foresight, ensure that social ecological 
systems are better equipped to continue 
functioning optimally so that the businesses 
within them can continue creating value in the 
short and long-term as well as responding to 

opportunities arising from change. The principles 
are underpinned by the goals of sustainable 
development, the ‘green’ (i.e. new) economy, 
and best practice corporate citizenship, and their 
application is enabled through the use of a series 
of worksheets. 

The CSiR and PwC recognise that embedding 
resilience of this nature into a business will take 
time. “as a starting point, the worksheets allow 
an organisation to assess the extent to which 
their business is currently addressing broader 
resilience. The worksheets expand on each 
principle, providing indicators that will enable 
management teams to define the state of their 
organisation as well as decide what future 
state they would like to achieve”, concludes  
Mammatt. 

New study defines the ‘business as 
usual’ of the future 
CSiR and PWC research findings
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Debarment of delinquent FAIS 
representatives
By Bridget King and Raaziq ismail, Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr

Once signed into law, the Financial 
Sector Regulation Bill (Twin Peaks Bill) 
will significantly amend the current s14 of 
the Financial advisory and intermediary 
Services act, No 37 of 2002 (FaiS) by 
providing more clarity on the procedures 
to be followed when a Financial Services 
Provider (FSP) intends to debar a 
representative and by affording a 
representative additional rights during 
and after the debarment process. This 
article aims to provide an outline of what 
to do when a FSP intends to have a 
representative debarred in terms of FaiS 
as well as the proposed amendments to 
s14 of FaiS which will be brought about by 
the July 2016 version of the Twin Peaks 
Bill.

debarment Process

Section 14(1) of FaiS states that a FSP 
must ensure that:

l any representative of the FSP who no 
longer complies with the fit and proper 
requirements of FaiS; or

l who has contravened or failed to 
comply with any provision of FaiS in a 
material manner;

l is prohibited from rendering any new 
financial service by withdrawing any 
authority to act on behalf of the FSP 
and the representative’s name, and 
the names of the key individuals of the 
representative, will be removed from 
the register of representatives;

l provided that any such FSP must 
immediately take steps to ensure that 
the debarment does not prejudice the 
interests of the representative’s clients, 
and that any unconcluded business 
of the representative is properly 
concluded.

The debarment must relate to non-
compliance by the representative with 
the fit and proper requirements. FaiS 
permits a FSP to take action against 
representatives who are seen to be 
incompetent or unfit to render financial 
services.

There are no specific debarment 
procedures laid down in FaiS, the 
regulations or any board notice published 
by the Financial Services Board (FSB). 
There are only the Registrar’s guidelines 
on the debarment process which were 
published by the FSB on 5 November 
2013. as a result, it is unclear what 
process needs to be followed by a FSP to 
have a representative legally and validly 
debarred.

The FSP does not have a discretion to 
decide whether to debar a representative 
as s14(1) makes it compulsory for FSPs 
to debar a representative when he or she 
has failed to comply with the fit and proper 
requirements or has failed to comply 
with any provision of FaiS in a material 
manner. Further, the FSP must remove the 
representative’s name from the register 
of representatives and, within 15 days of 
the removal, inform the Registrar in writing 
that it has done so. The FSP must also 
provide the Registrar with the reasons for 
the debarment in the format prescribed by 
the Registrar.

However, where the representative 
is in the employment of a FSP, the 
requirements of the Labour Relations act, 
No 65 of 1995 (LRa) may be taken into 
account along with the requirements in 
FaiS. The FSP, as employer, therefore has 
to follow the disciplinary hearing process 
prescribed by the LRa and the outcome 
of the disciplinary hearing may be used 
as a basis for the process under FaiS. 
However, a guilty outcome under the LRa 

does not automatically lead to a guilty 
outcome under FaiS. an independent 
assessment would have to be conducted 
to determine if the representative did 
in fact contravene the fit and proper 
requirements in FaiS.

The guidelines published by the FSB sets 
out the procedure to be followed by a FSP 
when exercising their powers in terms of 
s14(1):

Lack of authority and unlawful 
delegation

The Registrar requires the FSP to show 
that it has the authority to debar a 
representative by virtue of an employment 
contract or mandate agreement which 
existed at the time of debarment, 
otherwise the FSP cannot effect a valid 
debarment.

if the reason for the debarment existed but 
only came to the notice of the FSP at a 
later date, the process of debarment may 
still be utilised.

The person who authorises the debarment 
must be the key individual of the FSP or 
any other person authorised by the FSP.

Bias

Before effecting a debarment, the FSP 
must inform the representative of the 
intention to debar and the grounds 
thereof and must give the representative 
an opportunity to make a submission in 
response thereto. This could form part of 
the disciplinary proceedings carried out 
under the LRa.

Failure to comply with s14(1) of 
FAIS

Within 15 days of removal of the 
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representative’s name from the register 
of representatives, the FSP must inform 
the Registrar in writing and complete 
the debarment form prescribed by the 
Registrar. Debarment would not be 
appropriate before due process has been 
followed, for example, if the representative 
has been suspended pending an 
investigation.

Rationality, legality and 
reasonableness

a FSP must ensure that the debarment 
is rational and reasonable and must only 
take relevant factors into account when 
considering debarment. Failure to do 
so, may render the debarment unlawful. 
any action taken by a FSP against a 
representative must be justifiable given the 
information that is available to the person 
making the decision.

a representative who has been debarred 
by a FSP cannot lodge an appeal to the 
FSB board of appeal as only decisions 
taken by the Registrar can be reviewed 
by the FSB board of appeal. However, 
the decision to debar would constitute 
“administrative action” in terms of the 
Promotion of administrative Justice 
act, No 3 of 2000 (PaJa) and the 
representative would have to institute 
action in court in order to have the 
decision to debar reviewed.

debarment by the registrar

Section 14a states that the Registrar may 
at any time debar a person, including a 
representative, for a specified period from 
rendering financial services, if satisfied on 
the basis of available facts and information 
that the person:

(a)   does not meet, or no longer meets, 
the fit and proper requirements; or

(b)   has contravened or failed to comply 
with any provision of FaiS.

a FSP must within five days after being 
informed by the Registrar of the debarment 
of a representative or key individual, 
remove the names of that representative 

or key individual from the register of 
representatives.

Proposed amendments to the 
debarment Process

The Twin Peaks Bill will bring about 
significant changes to the current s14 
of FaiS. The new s14 will require a FSP 
to ensure that the debarment process is 
lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. 
Further, prior to debarment, a FSP will be 
required to give adequate notice in writing 
to the representative stating the FSP’s 
intention to debar the representative, 
the grounds and reasons thereof, and 
any terms or conditions attached to the 
debarment. a FSP will be required to 
provide the representative with reasons 
for the debarment as well as the FSP’s 
written policy and procedure governing 
the debarment process. This would 
mean that all FSPs will now be required 
to have a document, setting out the 
policies and procedures for debarment of 
representatives that is lawful, reasonable 
and procedurally fair.

The FSP must give the representative 
a reasonable opportunity to make 
submissions in response to the written 
notice. unlike s152 of the Twin Peaks Bill 
which affords the representative at least 
one month to make submissions, the 
new s14 of FaiS is silent on what would 
constitute a “reasonable opportunity” to 
make submissions.

The FSP will now also be required 
to ensure that the debarment of a 
representative will not prejudice the 
interests of the debarred representative’s 
clients and all unconcluded business of 
the debarred representative will have to 
be attended to by the FSP. The FSP will 
be required to notify the Financial Sector 
Conduct authority (FSCa) (previously the 
FSB) within five days of the debarment of 
a representative and provide the FSCa 
with the grounds and reasons for the 
debarment.

if a person is no longer a representative of 
a FSP but committed an act which would 
have given rise to debarment at the time 

the person was a representative of a FSP, 
then the FSP must still commence the 
debarment process against the person 
within three months of becoming aware of 
the reason for the debarment, even if that 
person is no longer a representative of the 
FSP.

Currently, a representative has no 
right to appeal the decision to debar a 
representative. However, the amended 
s14 of FaiS will now provide for a right 
of appeal against such debarment. The 
FSP will be required to notify the person 
of their right of appeal to the internal 
appeal mechanism established by the 
FSCa, and the right to a subsequent 
review of the decision of the FSCa to the 
Financial Services Tribunal (Tribunal). 
The FSP will also be required to provide 
details of the period within which the 
internal appeal proceedings to the FSCa, 
or review proceedings to the Tribunal, 
must be instituted together with any other 
formal requirements in respect of the 
proceedings.

Section 14a dealing with debarment by 
the Registrar will be repealed by the Twin 
Peaks Bill, and s152 of the Twin Peaks 
Bill will deal with debarment by the FSCa. 
Prior to making a debarment order, the 
FSCa must give a draft debarment order to 
the representative setting out the reasons 
for the debarment and the representative 
will be given at least one month to make 
submissions. 

conclusion 

FSPs will welcome the further clarity 
provided on the procedures to be 
followed when a FSP intends to debar a 
representative under the Twin Peaks Bill’s 
amendments. Representatives will be 
afforded additional rights during and after 
the debarment process and this too is a 
positive change.
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Shamida Smit, Johann neethling and Zandra Swart 
1St in Strategic & operationS management;
1St corporate SecretaryShip and 
1St in corporate governance

Shamida Smit, Johann neethling and vimbainaShe 
chidanika – 2nd in advanced commercial law

herman kockS, karyn Southgate and makwena mohlabi – 
2nd in corporate SecretaryShip

Awards Ceremony 2016 
By Sandy van Niekerk, Student and Examinations Manager, CSSa

The awards ceremony took place on  
3 November 2016 for the first time at the 
Wits Club, West Campus. Stephen Sadie 
congratulated the graduates. Prize winner 
certificates were awarded to students who 

achieved above 75%. He praised everyone 
on their achievements and not only outlined 
the value of their accomplishments but also 
admired their commitment. David Makovah, 
our guest speaker, enlightened all with his 

words of encouragement and dedication. 
Thereafter approximately 185 guests enjoyed 
a scrumptious sit-down dinner at the Wits 
Club restaurant.  

kelly wynford – graduate bongimpilo moyo – graduate           

Shamida Smit, mxholiSi dube and Johann neethling – 
1St in general principleS of commercial law

rowena arniSon – graduate hlengiwe mSibi – graduate
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PRIZE WINNERS – OCTOBER 2015
Financial Accounting I 1st Prize Jabulani Mudumo

2nd Prize Cynthia White

Communication 1st Prize Luxmore Chigogo 

2nd Prize Elizabeth Mentor

3rd Prize Gertruida Quintal

Economics 1st Prize Remember Menyezwa

2nd Prize Aiden Van Der Merwe

General Principles of Commercial 
Law

1st Prize Zandra  Swart 

 2nd Prize Liberty Chikumba

 2nd Prize Phillipine Sinthumule

 3rd Prize Jabulani Mudumo

Taxation 1st Prize Joseph Chilanga

Management Principles 1st Prize Tshepo Motlhabi

 2nd Prize Cryspen Manyalo

 3rd Prize Petronella Banda

Managing Information Systems 1st Prize Fiona Macdonald Eaton

 2nd Prize Katherine Battiss

Advanced Commercial Law 1st Prize Fiona Macdonald Eaton

 1st Prize Brandon Smith 

 2nd Prize Leana Henke

Corporate Administration 1st Prize Mthandazo Mkwebu

 2nd Prize Zamela Kiviet

 3rd Prize Sharon Clarke

Corporate Financial Management 1st Prize Deborah Flannery

 2nd Prize Caroline King

 3rd Prize Gerard Van Der Merwe

Corporate Secretaryship 1st Prize Noxolo Sompeta

 1st Prize Rekayi Tsokodayi

 2nd Prize Makwena Mohlabi

 2nd Prize Annelene Van Der 
Merwe 

Corporate Governance 1st Prize Mthandazo Mkwebu

 2nd Prize Diana Du Pisani

 2nd Prize Leanne Schreiber

 2nd Prize Allarice Prinsloo

 2nd Prize William Beattie

PRIZE WINNERS – MAY 2016

Financial Accounting 1 1st Prize Marguerite du Rand

 2nd Prize Jane Matunga

 2nd Prize Remember Menyezwa

 3rd Prize Wisbey Nicola Elizabeth 

Communication 1st Prize Desiree Van Rensburg

General Principles of 
Commercial Law

1st Prize Suzette Rheeder

Management Principles 1st Prize Fiona Macdonald Eaton

 2nd Prize Leana Henke

 3rd Prize Brandon Smith

Managing Information Systems 1st Prize Tendayi Mawango

 2nd Prize Ronald Matsangaise

 3rd Prize Brandon Smith

Advanced Commercial Law 1st Prize Tshepo Motlhabi

 2nd Prize Vimbainashe Chidanika

 3rd Prize Melane Wilke

Strategic & Operations 
Management (Elective)

1st Prize Mxholisi  Dube

Management Accounting 1st Prize Fasten Manyika

 2nd Prize Daphne Long

 3rd Prize Prisca Mawonde

Corporate Administration 1st Prize Annelene Van Der Merwe

 2nd Prize Carmen Wilkinson

 3rd Prize Mzwandile Khoba

 3rd Prize Minenhle Mavuso

 3rd Prize Stephen Nel

Corporate Financial 
Management

1st Prize Mary Lamb

 2nd Prize Hlengiwe Msibi

 2nd Prize Madelein Pepperell

Corporate Secretaryship 1st Prize Zandra Swart

Corporate Governance 1st Prize Zandra Swart

 2nd Prize Rudolf Essel

 3rd Prize Sharon Clarke
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A new curriculum for company 
secretaries and governance 
professionals
By Stephen Sadie, CEO, CSSa

an exciting new curriculum for company secretaries and governance 
professionals has been developed. Even though we are an 107-year-
old organisation in Southern africa, it is important to continually review 
and update the curriculum. The last board curriculum was developed in 
2002 and consisted of four board subjects i.e. Corporate Secretaryship, 
Corporate governance, Corporate Financial Management, and 
Corporate administration.  

However, with the changing role of the company secretary and the 
growing global and international emphasis on good governance, ethics, 
risk, compliance, and strategy it was important to bring the curriculum 
up-to-date. There are many changes and developments in the corporate 
governance field and it is a great opportunity for anyone looking for an 
exciting career. One has the advantage of sitting in the boardroom with 
the key decision-makers providing guidance on corporate governance. 

Because CSSa is a formal professional institute for the enabling of 
corporate governance and company secretaryship, it is important to 
have a curriculum that is fit for purpose. Because CSSa is part of an 
international body, it is important to reflect international developments 
in the new curriculum. This is an international qualification, which is 
customised to the Southern african context and is recognised in more 
than 80 countries. 

The global institute of Chartered Secretaries and administrators 
Council decided in May 2014 to do a review of the existing international 
curriculum with several consultations involving all nine divisions.  
Questionnaires and interviews undertaken by the CSSa fed into these 
consultations. There were a series of high-level international meetings 
and discussions with leading academics, company secretaries and 
governance professionals during 2015 and 2016. i had the privilege of 

Awards Ceremony 2016 continued 
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Curriculum framework

chartered Governance Professional routechartered secretary route

elective (development of strategy 
recommended)

associate/fellow

risk & compliance (core)

Exit point graduate 
Certificate

iCSa 
member 

New 
category

entry with degree or equivalent

corporate Governance (core)

interpreting financial statements (core)

corporate Law (core)

company secretarial Practice (core)

elective (development of strategy or enterprise 
risk management recommended)

Graduate diploma 
and Gradicsa

elective (Public sector Governance module)

serving on the international committee co-ordinating the development of 
the new curriculum.

The new curriculum will be marked by less emphasis on financial 
accounting aspects as analysis and understanding of financial statements 
are more important than actually ‘compiling the accounts’.  Legal aspects 
are fundamental, but not as advanced or detailed as a legal adviser.  Risk 
and compliance is taking on greater significance in the governance field.  
There is a greater emphasis on practical skills with more weight placed 
on soft skills such as people management and influencing skills.  

The new board qualification is at the honours level and consists of six 
subjects. There are four core subjects and two electives.  all students 
need to do the four core subjects which are:

l Corporate governance

l interpreting Financial Statements 

l Corporate Law

l Risk and Compliance

in terms of electives, there are two possible routes - a Chartered 
Secretary designation or a Chartered governance Professional 
designation.

Students can choose two electives from:

l Company Secretarial Practice

l Development of Strategy 

l Enterprise Risk Management

l Public Sector governance 

Students wanting to attain the Chartered Secretary designation will need 
to include Company Secretarial Practice.  

Public Sector governance is a new subject, which is timely given the 
daily lapses in public sector governance.  There is acute pressure coming 
from rating agencies as to the quality of corporate governance in SOCs.

Students need to have a prior degree to enter the board subjects or they 
can begin at first year level with the CSSa qualification. The subjects in 
Programmes 1 – 3 are currently being developed. These subjects will 
prepare students to pass the board subjects. 

People from a variety of disciplines have come to realise that a corporate 
governance qualification is a great asset in today’s business world that 
can open many doors. it is envisaged that the new curriculum will be 
available from January 2018. The new curriculum should attract a far 
wider grouping of people.  
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Election to membership
The institute is pleased to welcome the following members to the grade of 
membership shown below 
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thinking in the profession
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What are the current tangible benefi ts of membership in 2016?

feLLOWsHiP

l    Shereen vally Kara group 
Company Secretary – Wilson 
Bayly Holmes Ovcon Ltd (WBHO 
Construction) 

assOciatesHiP

l Blessing Zvikomborero  
Kangausaru - Finance Business 
Partner – aBSa Bank

l Ryan Branden Kruger - 
      Owner and Managing Director – 

RBK Business accountants

l Canisious Manjoro – assistant 
Company Secretary – Land and 
agricultural Development Bank

l Craig Steven Du Plessis-
Construction Manager – 

 D3 Construction

l Lindiwe Mkhize - 
 Trainee Company Secretary – 

Highway Corporate Services

l Shamani Naidoo 
 Fund administrator – Convergence 

Partners Management 

l Makoti Shadrack
 Manager – Ongoing Risk 

Management – First National Bank 
of Botswana 

l Elena gibson
 associate – Digby Wells 

Environmental 
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